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Abstract

This study analyzes the political elite networking by using social network analysis method and techniques. We collected political elite family ties data in the Islamic Republic of Iran from 1979 to 2016. The hypothesis is that Iranian political elites have made cliques and components of political networks by kinship relationship and marriage. The results show that there are 88 political elite family components and groups who are related to each other. Most of the components are small but there are a large component with 710 members of the political elite who are family with each other. The model of the network is the core-periphery model. Small groups are around in the network and don’t have more political and economic power. These groups gain political power for the short term, but the largest component has many connected clusters and is in the core of the network, while the smallest components are in the peripheral. The largest component is the powerful group in the Islamic Republic of Iran. These elites are composed of religious scholars, religious leaders, commanders of the powers, Islamic Republican leaders, strategic decision makers, militants, and economic activists. They have political, economic, and military power for four decades, so, there is an organized and stable state by marriage and family networking.
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